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Aim of the Presentation
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Content:

✓UNRWA’s mandate and contribution to 2030 agenda 

✓Key highlights of the JPO Programme in UNRWA 

✓Goals and focus of our JPO Programme

✓Best practices, observations and suggestions 



UNRWA’s mandate and contribution to 2030 agenda 
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• UNRWA’s mandate is to provide assistance and protection to 

some 5 million registered Palestine refugees in Jordan, 

Lebanon, Syria, West Bank and the Gaza Strip to achieve their 

full human development potential, pending a just and lasting 

solution to their plight. 

• UNRWA services encompass education, health care, relief 

and social services, camp infrastructure and improvement, 

and microfinance. 

• As the largest direct service provider to Palestine refugees, 

UNRWA actively contributes to the realization of the 2030 

Agenda mainly the SDG 1: No Poverty; SDG 2: Zero Hunger; 

SDG 3 Good Health and Well-Being; SDG 4: Quality Education; 

SDG 5: Gender Equality; SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation; 

SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth; SDG 10: 

Reduced Inequalities; SDG17: Partnerships.



Key highlights of the JPO Programme in UNRWA 
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• UNRWA operates a robust, stable JPO Programme, administered by 
UNDP and generously supported by 9 traditional donors

• Currently we have 14 JPOs (11 female, 3 male – 10 different 
nationalities) in the areas of Education, strategic planning, external 
communication, legal, Protection and management support. 

• Pipeline: 08. Priority list: 08 available posts. 
• Active donors: Italy, Netherlands, France, Norway, Denmark, 

Germany, Finland, Belgium, Japan 

• A high degree of satisfaction with the Programme is reported 

among both JPOs and their supervisors

• Considering UNRWA’s financial challenges, JPO’s contribution 
Programme has become more crucial than ever. This translates in 
greater accountabilities and job satisfaction for JPOs 



Goals and focus of our JPO Programme
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• Right placement – facilitating the placement of JPOs in areas 
linked to the 2030 Agenda

• UNRWA believes in maximizing JPO’s talents through building 
strong partnerships with other UN agencies(on boarding 
programmes, joint Learning & Development initiatives etc).

• Focusing on more diversity and inclusion including people with 
disabilities. 

• Learning and Development initiatives for JPOs.

• Increasing JPOs retention in the UN: emphasis on diverse 
experience. 

• Effective management and supervision of JPOs – through clear 

supervision guidelines, performance management system, more 
engagement with JPOs – improved induction and on boarding 
programme, continuous feedback, annual workshop. 

• Increasing talent outreach, approaching different donors
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Some key consideration here:

• Our JPO programme is administered by UNDP for the most part

• All our programmes are implemented through direct services to 
beneficiaries

• Our programmes and operations are mainly in Middle East (four 
small Offices in New York, Washington, Bruxelles).  

Best Practices, Observations and Suggestions 
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• UNRWA successfully launched the supervision guidelines and 
orientation checklist in 2018 to ensure uniformity and consistency in 
JPO management

• continuous individual engagement with JPOs. 

• Internal communication on value added of JPO Programme

• revamping induction and on boarding programme for JPOs (we 
would like to learn from other agencies). 

• JPO mentorship programme initiative in this year.

• joint learning and development initiatives with other UN 
agencies

Best Practices, Observations and Suggestions 
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• JPO programme should be measured with a more open and 
wider criteria.

• Agency's funding situation is a critical concern and 

often serves as a limitation to retention prospects 
especially with a limitation on international 
posts. Donors should thus take a wider view of what the 
Agency's JPO Programme is and what it does.

• Local capacity building can also be considered in the 
wider assessment criteria. If JPOs can function to build 
local capacity, that's a win-win for the international 
community.

Best Practices, Observations and Suggestions 



Thank You

Questions welcome 


